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Abstrat
In this artile we present an algorithm to ompute bounds on the marginals of a graph-
ial model. For several small lusters of nodes upper and lower bounds on the marginal
values are omputed independently of the rest of the network. The range of allowed proba-
bility distributions over the surrounding nodes is restrited using earlier omputed bounds.
As we will show, this an be onsidered as a set of onstraints in a linear programming
problem of whih the objetive funtion is the marginal probability of the enter nodes. In
this way knowledge about the maginals of neighbouring lusters is passed to other lusters
thereby tightening the bounds on their marginals. We show that sharp bounds an be
obtained for undireted and direted graphs that are used for pratial appliations, but
for whih exat omputations are infeasible.
1. Introdution
Graphial models have beome a popular and powerful tool to deal with dependenies in a
omplex probability model. For small networks an exat omputation of the marginal prob-
abilities for ertain nodes is feasible (see, for example Zhang & Poole, 1994). Unfortunately,
due to an exponential saling of the omputational omplexity, these exat algorithms soon
fail for somewhat more omplex and more realisti networks.
To deal with this omputational problem two main streams an be distinguished. Firstly,
there is the approah of approximating the exat solution. Numerous algorithms have been
developed among whih are mean eld (Peterson & Anderson, 1987; Saul et al., 1996) and
tap (Thouless et al., 1977; Plefka, 1981). Nowadays, approximation methods suh as belief
propagation (Murphy et al., 1999; Yedidia et al., 2000) using the Bethe or Kikuhi energy
are gaining popularity. In ontrast with mean eld expansions, the latter methods try to
model only the loal probability distributions of several small lusters, whih ommuniate
with eah other in a way known as message passing.
The seond approah is that of nding upper and lower bounds on important quantities
of the graphial model. In ontrast to approximation tehniques, these methods give reliable
information. One may nd, for instane, that a marginal probability is denitely between
0.4 and 0.5. These methods usually fous on the partition funtion of the network, whih an
be lower bounded (Leisink & Kappen, 2001) or upper bounded (Wainwright et al., 2002).
Little work has been done, however, on bounding the marginal probabities for ertain nodes
in the network diretly. Up to now researhers have foused their attention on ombining
upper and lower bounds on the partition funtion in whih way bounds on the marginals
an be derived. For the speial ase of the Boltzmann mahine this was done by Leisink
and Kappen (2002).
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Figure 1: Examples of separator and marginal nodes in an (innite) Ising grid. Light shaded
nodes orrespond to S
mar
, blak nodes to S
sep
. (a) A single node enlosed by
its tightest separator. (b), () Two marginal nodes enlosed by their tightest
separator. (d) Another hoie for a separator for a single node marginal; the
other node enlosed by that separator belongs to S
oth
.
In this artile we present a method alled `bound propagation' whih has ertain similar-
ities to belief propagation in the sense that small lusters of a few nodes try to bound their
marginals as tight as possible. The knowledge ontained in these bounds is shared with
surrounding lusters. Iteration of this proedure improves bounds on all marginals until it
is onverged. It is important to realize that bounding and approximation tehniques are
not mutually exlusive. We propose to always run the bound propagation algorithm rst.
When the result is not satisfatory, one an always fall bak upon approximation tehniques
as belief propagation paying the prie of being unertain about the solution.
In Setion 2 we explain the general method of bound propagation, whih is desribed
more algorithmily in Setion 3. In Setion 4 we show the behaviour of the algorithm on a
toy problem, whereas in Setion 5 the results are shown for more realisti networks. Finally,
in Setion 6, we onlude and disuss possible paths for future researh.
2. What Bounds Can Learn From Eah Other
Consider a Markov network dened by the potentials  
i
(S
i
) eah dependent on a set of
nodes S
i
. The probability to nd the network in a ertain state S is proportional to
p (S) /
Y
i
 
i
(S
i
) (1)
Problems arise when one is interested in the marginal probability over a small number
of nodes (denoted by S
mar
), sine in general this requires the summation over all of the
exponentially many states.
Let us dene the set of separator nodes, S
sep
, to be the nodes that separate S
mar
from
the rest of the network. One an take, for instane, the union of the nodes in all potentials
that ontain at least one marginal node, while exluding the marginal nodes itself in that
union (whih is the Markov blanket of S
mar
):
S
sep
=
[
S
i
\S
mar
6=;
S
i
=S
mar
(2)
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See for instane Figure 1a{. It is not neessary, however, that S
sep
denes a tight separation.
There an be a small number of other nodes, S
oth
, inside the separated area, but not inluded
by S
mar
(Figure 1d). A suÆient ondition for the rest of the theory is that the size of the
total state spae, kS
sep
[ S
mar
[ S
oth
k, is small enough to do exat omputations.
Suppose that we know a partiular setting of the separator nodes, ~s
sep
, then omputing
the onditional distribution of S
mar
given S
sep
is easy:
p (~s
mar
j~s
sep
) =
X
~s
oth
2S
oth
p (~s
mar
~s
oth
j~s
sep
) (3)
This expression is tratable to ompute sine S
sep
serves as the Markov blanket for the union
of S
mar
and S
oth
. Thus the atual numbers are independent of the rest of the network and
an be found either by expliitly doing the summation or by any other more sophistiated
method. Similarly, if we would know the exat distribution over the separator nodes, we
an easily ompute the marginal probability of S
mar
:
p (~s
mar
) =
X
~s
sep
2S
sep
X
~s
oth
2S
oth
p (~s
mar
~s
oth
j~s
sep
) p (~s
sep
) (4)
Unfortunately, in general we do not know the distribution p (~s
sep
) and therefore we
annot ompute p (~s
mar
). We an, however, still derive ertain properties of the marginal
distribution, namely upper and lower bounds for eah state of S
mar
. For instane, an upper
bound on ~s
mar
an easily be found by omputing
p
+
(~s
mar
) = max
q(~s
sep
)
X
~s
sep
2S
sep
X
~s
oth
2S
oth
p (~s
mar
~s
oth
j~s
sep
) q (~s
sep
) (5)
under the onstraints 8
~s
sep
2S
sep
q (~s
sep
)  0 and
P
~s
sep
2S
sep
q (~s
sep
) = 1. The distribution
q (~s
sep
) orresponds to kS
sep
k free parameters (under the given onstraints) used to ompute
the worst ase (here: the maximum) marginal value for eah ~s
mar
. Obviously, if q (~s
sep
) =
p (~s
sep
) the upper bound orresponds to the exat value, but in general p (~s
sep
) is unknown
and we have to maximize over all possible distributions. One may reognize Equation 5 as
a simple linear programming (lp) problem with kS
sep
k variables. With a similar equation
we an nd lower bounds p
 
(~s
mar
).
Upto now we did not inlude any information about q (~s
sep
) we might have into the
equation above. But suppose that we already omputed upper and lower bounds on the
marginals of other nodes than S
mar
. How an we make use of this knowledge? We investigate
our table of all sets of marginal nodes we bounded earlier and take out those that are subsets
of S
sep
. Obviously, whenever we nd already omputed bounds on S
0
mar
where S
0
mar
 S
sep
1
,
we an be sure that
X
~s
sep
2S
sep
=S
0
mar
q (~s
sep
) = q (~s
0
mar
)  p
+
(~s
0
mar
) (6)
and similarly for the lower bound. These equations are nothing more than extra ontraints
on q (~s
sep
) whih we may inlude in the lp-problem in Equation 5. There an be several
S
0
mar
that are subsets of S
sep
eah dening 2 kS
0
mar
k extra onstraints.
1. In the rest of this artile we will use the symbol S
0
mar
to indiate an earlier omputed bound over S
0
mar
with S
0
mar
 S
sep
.
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a b
Figure 2: The area in whih q (s
1
s
2
) must lie is shown. q (00) is impliitly given sine
the distribution is normalized. a) The pyramid is the allowable spae. The
darker planes show how this pyramid an be restrited by adding earlier om-
puted bounds as onstraints in the linear programming problem. b) This results
in a smaller polyhedron. The blak lines show the planes where the funtion
P
s
1
s
2
p (s
0
=1 j s
1
s
2
) q (s
1
s
2
) is onstant for this partiular problem.
In this way, information olleted by bounds omputed earlier, an propagate to S
mar
,
thereby nding tighter bounds for these marginals. This proess an be repeated for all sets
of marginal nodes we have seleted until onvergene is reahed.
2.1 Linear Programming
In terms of standard linear programming, Equation 5 an be expressed as
max
n
~  ~x



~x  0 ^ A~x 
~
b
o
(7)
where the variables are dened as
~x = q (~s
sep
) (8)
~ =
X
~s
oth
2S
oth
p (~s
mar
~s
oth
j~s
sep
) = p (~s
mar
j~s
sep
) (9)
A =

Æ (~s
0
mar
; ~s
sep
)
 Æ (~s
0
mar
; ~s
sep
)
~
b =

p
+
(~s
0
mar
)
 p
 
(~s
0
mar
)

8
S
0
mar
S
sep
8
~s
0
mar
2S
0
mar

(10)
where Æ (~s
0
mar
; ~s
sep
) = 1 i the states of the nodes both node sets have in ommon are
equal. Thus the olumns of the matrix A orrespond to ~s
sep
, the rows of A and b to all the
onstraints (of whih we have 2 kS
0
mar
k for eah S
0
mar
 S
sep
). The ordering of the rows of A
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and b is irrelevant as long as it is the same for both. The onstraint that q (~s
sep
) should be
normalized an be inorporated in A and
~
b by requiring
X
~s
sep
q (~s
sep
)  1 and  
X
~s
sep
q (~s
sep
)   1 (11)
The maximum of ~  ~x orresponds to p
+
(~s
mar
). The negative of p
 
(~s
mar
) an be found by
using  ~  ~x as the objetive funtion.
2.2 A Simple Example
Imagine a single neuron, s
0
, that is separated from the rest of the network by two other
neurons, s
1
and s
2
. We want to ompute bounds on the marginal p (s
0
=1). Sine we
do not know the distribution over the separator nodes, we have to onsider all possible
distributions as in Equation 5. Therefore we introdue the free parameters q (s
1
s
2
). The goal
is now to ompute the minimum and maximum of the funtion
P
s1s2
p (s
0
=1 j s
1
s
2
) q (s
1
s
2
).
In Figure 2a we show in three dimensions the spae (the large pyramid) in whih the
distribution q (s
1
s
2
) lies. q (00) is impliitly given by one minus the three other values.
We an add, however, the earlier omputed (single node) bounds on p (s
1
) and p (s
2
)
to the problem. These restrit the spae in Figure 2a further, sine for instane (see also
Equation 6)
q (s
1
=1) =
X
s
2
q (s
1
=1; s
2
) = q (10) + q (11)  p
+
(s
1
=1) (12)
We have four independent onstraints, whih are shown in Figure 2a as planes in the
pyramid.
Obviously, by adding this information the spae in whih q (s
1
s
2
) may lie is restrited
to that shown in Figure 2b. In the same gure we have added blak lines, whih orrespond
to the planes where the objetive funtion is onstant. A standard linear programming tool
will immediately return the maximum and the minimum of this funtion thus bounding the
marginal p (s
0
=1).
3. The Algorithm In Detail
To solve an arbitrary network we rst determine the set 
 of all S
sep
we will use for the
problem. We hoose

 (N) =

S
sep
j kS
l
k  N ^ 8
s=2S
l
kS
l
[ sk > N
	
(13)
where S
l
is the luster S
sep
[ S
mar
[ S
oth
and s denotes a single node. This hoie limits
the state spae of S
l
to N , whih more or less determines the omputation time. If we
hoose, for example, N = 2
5
for the Ising grid in Figure 1 assuming binary nodes, only the
onguration in Figure 1a would be inluded in 
. Choosing N = 2
8
puts the ongurations
in Figure 1b{d and a few others not shown into 
, but not Figure 1a, sine that separator
is already embedded in larger ones (e.g. Figure 1d). In other words: 
 (N) is the set of all
S
sep
for whih kS
sep
[ S
mar
[ S
oth
k is not larger than N , but if we add a single node it would
ross that boundary.
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We will ompute bounds for all S
mar
for whih there an be found a separator in 
. We
reserve memory for p
+
(S
mar
) and p
 
(S
mar
) and initialize them to one and zero respetively.
Note that if we have a bound over S
mar
it is still worthwhile to ompute bounds over
subsets of S
mar
(e.g. Figure 1b and d). In ontrast to a joint probability table, the bounds
on marginals over subsets annot be omputed simply by summing over the marginal of
S
mar
, sine we have only bounds and not the real values.
3.1 The Iterative Part
For all S
sep
2 
 we perform the same ation. First we set up the A and
~
b for the lp-problem,
sine this depends only on S
sep
and the already omputed bounds for whih S
0
mar
 S
sep
.
The number of variables in our lp-problem obviously is kS
sep
k. The number of (inequality)
onstraints is equal to
X
S
0
mar
S
sep
2


S
0
mar


(14)
One the lp-problem is set up this far, we try to improve all bounds that are dened over
an S
mar
for whih S
sep
is its separator. The separator in gures 1b and d, for instane, is
idential, but the S
mar
's dier. For eah bound we iterate over its state spae and set the
~ as in Equation 9 to its appropriate value. Then we ompute the new upper and lower
bounds for that ~s
mar
by solving the lp-problem twie: maximize and minimize. If the new
found value improves the bound, we store it, otherwise we abandon it.
The iterative proedure is repeated until onvergene is reahed. In our simulations we
dene a bound as being onverged as soon as the relative improvement after one iteration
is less than one perent. If this holds for all bounds, the algorithms stops.
3.2 Computational Complexity
lp-problems have been thoroughly studied in the literature. The omputational omplexity
of suh problems is shown to be polynomial (Khahiyan, 1979). But more importantly, for
most pratial problems the number of iterations needed is lose to linear in the number of
variables or the number of onstraints, whihever is less (Todd, 2002). In eah iteration a
`pivoting ation' needs to be performed, whih is some operation that roughly aesses all
the elements of the matrix A one. Therefore the expeted omputational omplexity for
solving one lp-problem is O
 
m
2
kS
sep
k

, where m is the number of onstraints. The atual
observed omputation time depends heavily on the partiular problem, but in general lp-
problems upto tens of thousands of variables and onstraints are reasonable. This makes
the presented method tratable for separators with kS
sep
k of a similar size.
For every ~s
mar
2 S
mar
we need to solve two lp-problems: one for the upper and one for the
lower bound. Note that in this iteration, we do not need to hange the matrix A and vetor
~
b from Equation 10. The vetor ~, that denes the objetive funtion, obviously does vary
with ~s
mar
. Therefore, we expet a total omputational omplexity of O
 
m
2
kS
mar
k kS
sep
k

for updating one luster S
mar
. How quikly the algorithm onverges is more diÆult to
estimate. In the next setion, however, we address this topi on the basis of a toy problem.
To onlude this setion, we remark that when the lp-problem is not tratable, one an
always leave out as many onstraints as needed, paying the prie of getting looser bounds.
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Figure 3: A Boltzmann mahine ring of 200 nodes is initialized with thresholds and weights
as shown in the lower part of the gure. Exat means are plotted as well as the
results of the bound propagation algorithm. The number of nodes inluded in
S
mar
is indiated in the legend.
4. A Toy Problem
To get some intuition about the performane of the algorithm we reated a ring (one large
loop) of 200 binary nodes. Nodes are onneted as in the Boltzmann mahine with a weight
w and eah node has a threshold . Weights and thresholds are varying along the ring as
is shown at the bottom of Figure 3. For this simple problem we an ompute the exat
single node marginals. These are plotted as a solid line in Figure 3. We ran the bound
propagation algorithmthree times, where we varied the maximum number of nodes inluded
in S
mar
: jS
mar
j = 1, jS
mar
j = 2 and jS
mar
j = 3. In all ases we hose two separator nodes:
the two neighbors of S
mar
. Thus these three ases orrespond to 

 
2
3

, 

 
2
4

and 

 
2
5

.
As is lear from Figure 3 the simplest hoie already nd exellent bounds for the majority
of the nodes. For large negative weights, however, this hoie is not suÆient. Allowing
larger separators learly improves the result. In all ases the omputation time was a few
seonds
2
.
4.1 Fixed Points and Convergene
It is possible to derive the xed point of the bound propagation algorithm analytially for
a Boltzmann ring if we take a single value for all weights (w) and one for all thresholds ().
Due to this symmetry all single node marginals are equal in suh a network. Moreover all
upper and lower bounds on the single nodes should be idential. This implies that for the
2. We used a omputer with a 1 GHz Athlon proessor.
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Figure 4: The result for a Boltzmann mahine ring of an arbitrary number of nodes. All
thresholds and weights have the same value. In the left panel the gap is shown
between the upper and lower bound of the mean of the nodes. The algorithm
onverges exponentially to the nal bounding values as soon as it is lose enough.
Thus the distane to its asymptoti value is proportional to 
n
, where n is the
number of iterations. The parameter  is shown in the right panel.
xed point the following holds for any i:
p
+
(s
i
) = max
q(s
i 1
s
i+1
)
p (s
i
js
i 1
s
i+1
) q (s
i 1
s
i+1
) (15)
under the onstraints
q (s
i 1
)  p
+
(s
i 1
) = p
+
(s
i
) (16)
q (s
i+1
)  p
+
(s
i+1
) = p
+
(s
i
) (17)
q (s
i 1
)  p
 
(s
i 1
) = p
 
(s
i
) (18)
q (s
i+1
)  p
 
(s
i+1
) = p
 
(s
i
) (19)
and similarly for the lower bound. The onditional probability in Equation 15 is given by
p (s
i
js
i 1
s
i+1
) / exp (s
i
+ ws
i 1
s
i
+ ws
i
s
i+1
) (20)
From these equations one an derive the xed point for p
+
(s
i
) and p
 
(s
i
). It turns out,
however, that it is easier to determine the xed point of the upper and lower bound on
the mean, hene p
+
(s
i
= 1)  p
 
(s
i
=  1) and p
 
(s
i
= 1)  p
+
(s
i
=  1). But this has no
eet on the priniple results as tightness and onvergene speed.
In Figure 4a the dierene between the upper and lower bound on the means is shown
for various hoies of the weight and threshold. As we saw before tight bounds an be
obtained for small weights and somewhat larger, but positive weights, whereas negative
weights result in rather poor, but still non-trivial bounds. It should be mentioned, however,
that these results orrespond to the hoie of the smallest lusters (jS
mar
j = 1 and jS
sep
j = 2)
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for the bound propagation algorithm. The bounds an easily be improved by enlarging the
lusters as we saw in Figure 3.
Close to the xed point the bound propagation algorithm onverges exponentially. The
distane to the asymptoti value an be written as 
n
, where n is the number of iterations
and  is a number between zero and one indiating the onvergene speed. The loser to
one  is, the slower the algorithm onverges. In Figure 4b  is shown for the same weights
and thresholds. It is lear that larger weights indue a slower onvergene. That is what
we see in general: probabilities that are lose to deterministi slow down the onvergene.
5. Real World Networks
To assess the quality of the bound propagation algorithm for more hallenging networks, we
omputed bounds for a Bayesian network (Setion 5.1), that is ommonly used in artiles
as a representative of a real world problem. Seondly, we show that the bound propagation
method an be used to nd many tight bounds for a large Ising grid (Setion 5.2 and
nally, in Setion 5.3, we show results for a bi-partite graph. For these networks, we will
briey disuss bound propagation in relation with the luster variation method (Kappen
& Wiegerink, 2002) whih is one of the better approximation methods for general graphs.
Whenever possible, we show the exat marginals.
5.1 The Alarm Network
The Alarm network
3
is a ommonly used network whih is a representitive of a real life
Bayesian network. It was originally desribed by Beinlih et al. (1989) as a network for
monitoring patients in intensive are. It onsists of 37 nodes of two, three or four states
and is small enough to do exat omputations. In Figure 5 the graphial model is shown.
Our task was to determine the single node marginals in absene of any evidene. For eah
node the exat marginal probabilities for its states are shown as horizontal lines. The
top and bottom of the retangles around these lines indiate the upper and lower bounds
respetively. For this network we used 
 (25; 000)
4
. If we make this hoie, we an treat
exatly the minimal Markov blanket of all single node marginals. The algorithm onverged
in about six minutes.
We see that the bounds in the lower left orner are very lose to the exat value. We
an give some intuition why this happens. Observe that node 7 on its own an play the
role of separator for nodes 1 to 6. Thus all orrelations between these nodes and the rest of
the network are through node 7, whih means that their unertainty only depends on the
unertainty of node 7. The latter happens to be very small (onsider that as a given fat)
and therefore the marginal bounds for nodes 1 to 6 are very tight.
The bounds in the upper right orner, on the other hand, are quite poor. This is partially
due to the density of the onnetions there and the number of states eah of the nodes has.
In ombination this leads to large state spaes already for small lusters. Therefore, we
annot ompute bounds on sets of multiple nodes, whih generally leads to weaker bounds.
3. The data an be downloaded from the Bayesian Network Repository at
http://www.s.huji.a.il/labs/ompbio/Repository/
4. We started with 
 (100) and gradually inreased this value up to 25,000. The bounds obtained with
small lusters are used as good starting points for the more time onsuming larger lusters.
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1. lvfailure
2. history
3. hypovolemia
4. lvedvolume
5. cvp 6. pcwp
7. strokevolume 8. errlowoutput
9. intubation 10. kinkedtube
11. disconnect12. minvolset 13. ventmach 14. venttube
15. ventlung16. ventalv
17. artco218. insuffanesth
19. fio2 20. pvsat
21. pulmembolus
22. shunt
23. sao224. anaphylaxis
25. tpr 26. catechol
27. hr
28. hrbp
29. errcauter
30. hrekg 31. hrsat
32. expco2
33. minvol
34. pap 35. press
36. co 37. bp
Figure 5: The exat marginals (thik horizontal lines) and the bounds (retangles) for the
alarm network. Some bounds are so tight that the retangle is not visible. We
used 
 (25; 000).
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Figure 6: The band width (upper minus lower bound) of eah node in a 40x40 Ising grid is
shown by the blakness of the squares. The exat marginal ould not be omputed
for suh a large network. The solid lines show the boundary where the band width
was 0.1. We used 
 (2500).
Seondly, the loal probability tables are of a form that is diÆult for the bound propagation
algorithm. That is, a lot of probabilities are lose to zero and one.
This piture is what we generally see. There are some parts in the network that are hard
to ompute (not neessarily impossible) whih usually have a more dense struture and a
larger (loal) state spae. Other parts an be bounded very well. Note that this network
ould easily be embedded in a very large network that is intratable for any exat method.
Even in that ase, the bound propagation algorithm ould be used to nd similar results.
Sine the method is based on loal omputations, the existane of a large surrounding
network has almost no inuene.
5.2 A Large Ising Grid
We reated a so alled two-dimensional Ising model, whih is a retangular grid with on-
netions between all pairs of nodes that are diret neighbours. We used a grid of 40 by 40
binary nodes. The potentials were drawn from a uniform distribution between zero and one.
In ontrast with Bayesian belief networks (Neal, 1992) the probability distribution over the
unlamped Ising grid is not automatially normalized, but this has no onsequenes for the
algorithm.
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Figure 7: A bi-partite network of twenty nodes in eah layer. Eah hild node (bottom
layer) has three parents in the top layer and eah parent node has exatly three
hildren. Probability tables were randomly initialized from a uniform distribution.
The shaded nodes in the bottom layer are lamped to a ertain state. The bound
propagation algorithm ran with 
 (2500) and onverged in 37 seonds. For eah
node the thik horizontal lines show their exat marginals, the top and bottom
of the retangle are the upper and lower bounds found.
For small Ising grids omputing the exat marginals is tratable, but as soon as the
grid is larger than about 25 by 25 the exat algorithm fails due to the exponential saling
of the omputational omplexity. The bound propagation algorithm, on the other hand,
only depends on the loal struture (i.e. the size of the Markov blankets of eah node)
and thus sales linearly with the number of nodes. We reated an 40x40 Ising grid with
binary nodes similarly as above and ran the bound propagation algorithm. For this network
the exat algorithm would require a storage apaity of at least 2
41
real numbers, whereas
bound propagation onverged in about 71 minutes in whih time it omputed bounds on
the marginals over all 1600 nodes.
In Figure 6 we show the 40x40 grid where the blakness of the squares orrespond to
the band width of the single node marginals. This band width is dened as the dierene
between the upper and lower bound. Due to the fat that marginal probabilities sum to
one, the two band widths for these binary neurons are idential. We an learly see some
regions in the lattie (the blaker area's) for whih bound propagation had some diÆulties.
Most of the marginals, however, are bounded quite well: more than 75% had a band width
less than 0.1.
5.3 The Bi-Partite Graph
A bi-partite graph is a network onsisting of two layers of nodes, where the top layer is
hidden and the bottom layer visible. The only onnetions in the network are from the
top layer (parent nodes) to the bottom layer (hild nodes). Suh a arhiteture appears
very simple, but already with several tens of nodes it is often intratable to ompute the
marginals exatly when evidene is presented. A bi-partite graph an be undireted or
direted (pointing downwards). A reent example of the rst is the poe (produt of experts)
from Hinton (1999) with disrete nodes. The `Quik Medial Referene' (qmr) network from
Shwe et al. (1991) is a good example for a direted bi-partite graph. Reently there were
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Figure 8: A bi-partite network of a thousand nodes in eah layer was reated and evi-
dene was presented on every third hild node. The left histogram shows the
band widths found for the single node marginals of all unlamped nodes. The
bound propagation algorithm onverged in about 75 minutes and used 
 (2500).
The right histogram shows the relative position of the approximation within the
bounding region. All approximations were between the upper and lower bound,
although this is not neessarily the ase.
some approahes to use approximation tehniques for this network (Jaakkola & Jordan,
1999; Murphy et al., 1999). Therefore we have hosen to use the bi-partite network as an
arhiteture to test the bound propagation algorithm on.
We reated bi-partite networks of an equal number of (binary valued) nodes in both
layers. Eah hild node has exatly three parents and eah parent points to exatly three
hildren. The onnetions were made randomly. The onditional probability tables (pt's)
holding the probability of the hild given its parents was initialized with uniform random
number between zero and one. The prior probability tables for the parents were initialized
similarly.
In Figure 7 we show a bi-partite network with twenty nodes in eah layer, whih is
still small enough to ompute the exat marginals. The arrows show the parent-hild
relations. To every third hild evidene was presented (the shaded nodes). We ran the
bound propagation algorithm with 
 (2500) and reahed onvergene in 37 seonds. For
every node we show the marginal over its two states. The thik line is the exat marginal, the
top and bottom of the retangle around it indiate the upper and lower bound respetively.
It is lear that for most of the nodes the omputed bounds are so tight that they give almost
the exat value. For every node (exept two) the gap between upper and lower bound is
less than one third of the whole region.
The network shown in Figure 7 is small enough to be treated exatly. This enables us
to show the omputed bounds together with the exat marginals. The bound propagation
algorithm, however, an be used for muh larger arhitetures. Therefore we reated a bi-
partite graph as we did before, but this time with a thousand nodes in eah layer. Again
we presented evidene to every third node in the bottom layer. The bound propagation
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algorithm using 
 (2500) onverged in about 75 minutes. In Figure 8a we show a histograms
of the band widths (upper minus lower bound) found for the single node marginals for all
unlamped nodes. Clearly, for the majority of the marginals very tight bounds are found.
Although exat omputations are infeasible for this network, one an still use approx-
imation methods to nd an estimate of the single node marginals. Therefore, we ran the
luster variation method (vm) as desribed in (Kappen & Wiegerink, 2002). For the
lusters needed by vm, we simply took all node sets for whih a potential is dened. For
every unlamped node we omputed the relative position of the approximation for the single
node marginal within the bounding interval, denoted by . Thus  = 0 indiates an approx-
imation equal to the lower bound, and similarly  = 1 for the upper bound. Although there
is no obvious reason the approximated marginals should be inside the bounding interval,
it turned out they were. A histogram of all the relative positions is shown in Figure 8b,
where we split up the full histogram into three parts, eah referring to a ertain region of
band widths. It is remarkable that the shape of the histogram does not vary muh given
the tightness of the bounds. Approximations tend to be in the middle, but for all band
widths there are approximations lose to the edge.
One an argue that we are omparing apples to pears, sine we an easily improve the
results of both algorithms, while it is not lear whih ases are omparable. This is ertainly
true, but it is not our intention to make a omparison to determine whih method is the
best. Approximation and bounding methods both have their own benets. We presented
Figure 8b to give at least some intuition about the atual numbers. In general we found that
approximations are usually within the bounding intervals, when omputation time is kept
roughly the same. This does, however, not make the bounds irrelevant. On the ontrary,
one ould use the bounding values as a validation whether approximations are good or even
use them as ondene intervals.
6. Disussion
We have shown that bound propagation is a simple algorithm with surprisingly good results.
It performs exat omputations on loal parts of the network and keeps trak of the uner-
tainties that brings along. In this way it is apable to ompute upper and lower bounds on
any marginal probability of a small set of nodes in the intratable network. Currently we
do not understand whih network properties are responsible for the tightness of the bounds
found. In Figure 6, for instane, we saw islands of worse results in a sea of tight bounds. It
is obvious that one bad bound inuenes its diret neighbourhood, sine bound propagation
performs loal omputations in the network. We have no lue, however, why these islands
are at the loation we found them. We tried to nd a orrelation with the size of the weights
(rewriting the network potentials to a Boltzmann distribution) or with the loal frustration
of the network (spin glass state), but ould not explain the quality of the bounds in terms
of these quantities. Here we pose it as an open question.
The omputational omplexity of the algorithm is mainly determined by the state spae
of the separator nodes one uses, whih makes the algorithm unsuitable for heavily onneted
networks suh as Boltzmann mahines. Nevertheless, there is a large range of arhitetures
for whih bound propagation an easily be done. Suh networks typially have a limited
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number of onnetions per node whih makes the majority of the Markov blankets small
enough to be tratable for the bound propagation algorithm.
We want to disuss one important property of the bound propagation algorithm we did
not address before. In this artile we found our set of S
sep
's by Equation 13. Due to this
hoie the separator nodes will always be in the neighbourhood of S
mar
. We have, however,
muh more freedom to hoose S
sep
. In Setion 2 we stated that a suÆient ondition
to make the algorithm tratable is that kS
sep
[ S
mar
[ S
oth
k is small enough to do exat
omputations. A more general, but still suÆient ondition is that we should hoose S
sep
suh that p (S
mar
jS
sep
) an be omputed eÆiently, sine this is the quantity we need (see
Equation 9). If the network struture inside the area separated by S
sep
an be written as a
juntion tree with a small enough tree width, we an ompute these onditional probabilities
even if the number of nodes enlosed by S
sep
is very large. For ertain arhitetures the
separator an even in that ase be small enough. One an think of a network onsisting of
a number of tratable juntion trees that are onneted to eah other by a small number
of nodes. One should be aware of the important dierene between the method outlined
here and the method of onditioning (Pearl, 1988), whih does exat inferene. We do not
require the part of the network that is outside the separator (i.e. all nodes not in S
sep
,
S
mar
or S
oth
) to be tratable. The open problem is to develop an eÆient algorithm to nd
suitable separators, sine the nodes in suh an S
sep
are generally spread widely.
To onlude this artile we like to say a few more words about linear programming. This
is a eld of researh that is still developing. Any improvements on lp-solving algorithms
diretly inuene the results presented in this artile. We ould imagine that more advaned
lp-methods ould benet from the fat that the matrix A in Equation 10 is sparse. At least
half of the entries are zero. To be more preise: the onstraints indued by a partiular S
0
mar
are exatly 2 kS
0
mar
k rows in the matrix A with exatly 2 kS
sep
k non-zero entries, thus having
a fration of 1  1= kS
0
mar
k zeros. Moreover, all the non-zero entries are ones. Finally, there
is a promising future for lp-solvers, sine the algorithms seems to be suitable for parallel
omputing (Alon & Megiddo, 1990).
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